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Picking up, laying down, colliding, rolling, and peeling are partial-contact interactions involving
moving discontinuities. We examine the balances of momentum and energy across a moving dis-
continuity in a string, with allowance for injection or dissipation by singular supplies. We split the
energy dissipation according to its invariance properties, discuss analogies with systems of particles
and connections with the literature on shocks and phase transition fronts in various bodies, and
derive a compatibility relation between supplies of momentum and translation-invariant energy. For
a moving contact discontinuity between a string and a smooth rigid plane in the presence of gravity,
we find a surprising asymmetry between the processes of picking up and laying down, such that
steady-state kinks in geometry and associated jumps in tension are not admissible during pick-up.
This prediction is consistent with experimental observations. We briefly discuss related problems
including the falling folded chain, peeling of an adhesive tape, and the “chain fountain”. Our ap-
proach is applicable to the study of impact and locomotion, and to systems such as moored floating
structures and some musical instruments that feature vibrating string and cable elements interacting
with a surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Picking up or laying down a floppy object is not a particularly exotic activity, and one might assume the process
to be well understood. However, dynamic interactions between flexible and rigid bodies are often counterintuitive.
A chain falling onto a table experiences an additional acceleration beyond that of free-fall [1, 2], ropes and chains
lift off of pulleys or other guiding surfaces [3–6], and form arches [7–9] when pulled from piles at rest. In perfectly
flexible objects such as idealized strings and some real chains, shape discontinuities— kinks— can form. Contact
with obstacles or guides can help sustain such jumps in the geometry, and in other fields such as the axial tension,
momentum, and energy.
In the present work, we consider a propagating discontinuity separating contacting and free regions of an inextensible
string. We examine a commonplace and seemingly simple process, that of picking up or laying down a flexible extended
body from or onto a rigid surface. We find a surprising asymmetry in this problem, namely that kinks and associated
jumps in tension are admissible in lay-down impact onto, but generally inadmissible in pick-up from, a smooth
surface. In lifting a string or chain from a table or the floor, one observes that its tangents are continuous. That
this is a necessity can be determined from the jump conditions for linear momentum and energy across the contact
discontinuity. No such requirement exists for impact. This prediction is consistent with our own limited experimental
evidence, as well as experiments and theoretical results from other workers on linearized and related problems. The
dynamics we describe arise in deployment, unspooling, and lay-down of space tethers, yarn, machine belts, and
submarine cables [10–13], as well as vibration of structures as disparate as the strings of the veena [14, 15], catenary
moorings of offshore structures [16], and peeling adhesive tapes [17–23].
Our approach follows, and modifies, previous work on the mechanics of discontinuities in strings and rods. A general
treatment of shocks in one dimensional media, starting from Green and Naghdi’s framework [24], was undertaken
by O’Reilly and Varadi [25, 26], further developed by O’Reilly [27, 28], and applied by Virga [29, 30] to several
counterintuitive problems in chain dynamics. One important aspect of this approach is the inclusion of singular
source terms in jump conditions for field quantities. Such terms allow for the injection of momentum and dissipation
of energy by interaction with an obstacle, or other means. It is the relationships between these terms that will
lead us to our results. A thermo-mechanical treatment of moving discontinuities in elastic bars, which are kink-free
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2by definition, may be found in Ericksen [20]. The work of Abeyaratne and Knowles [31, 32] on propagating phase
transition fronts in bulk solids and bars was extended to strings, which do admit kinks, by Purohit and Bhattacharya
[33]. Source terms do not appear in these treatments. Podio-Guidugli and co-workers [21] treat the problem of peeling
by employing a configurational approach, including a source-like term.
We begin with a derivation of the governing equations and the relevant jump conditions in Section II. We also
construct a natural orthogonal co-ordinate system at the discontinuity that proves useful in subsequent manipulations.
In Section III, we isolate the translation-invariant power dissipated at the discontinuity, and interpret this through two
analogies with particle impact systems. The functional form of this invariant power is shown to be consistent with the
notion of a driving traction proposed by Abeyaratne and Knowles [31, 32]. We also contrast our definition with those
proposed by O’Reilly [27, 28] and Virga [29, 30]. In Section IV, we introduce a compatibility relation between linear
momentum and energy source terms. In Section V, we discuss conditions for the conservation of translation-invariant
energy. In Section VI, we use our compatibility relation to determine the necessary conditions for a kink to exist in a
particular physical situation of interest. We consider pick-up and impact involving an inextensible, perfectly flexible
one-dimensional body and a smooth, flat, frictionless surface. We require that the jump in translation-invariant
energy at the contact discontinuity be non-positive, and conclude that a steady-state kink may exist at the point of
impact but not at pick-up. Some experimental evidence in support of this prediction is presented involving an axially
moving chain perturbed into a “bubble” on a surface, as well as prior work by Gobat and Grosenbaugh [16] on the
touchdown point of vibrated pendant chains. The appendices provide an alternative justification for the non-positivity
of the power injection in pick-up and impact that employs a form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality, as well as brief
discussions of related problems: a falling folded chain, peeling of an adhesive tape, and deployment from a pile,
including the “chain fountain”.
II. GEOMETRY AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Consider a one-dimensional body described as a curve X(s, t) parameterized by its arc length s and the time t. We
will be concerned with inextensible strings, the simplest example of such a body. The assumption of inextensibility
means that the arc length s is also a material coordinate. Let there be a discontinuity in any or all field quantities
at the point s = s0(t). The sum and difference (jump) of a field quantity across the discontinuity are denoted by
{Q} ≡ Q+ + Q− and JQK ≡ Q+ − Q−, respectively,1 where Q± are the values of Q on either side of the point s0.
Nearly all of the equations in this paper will be jump conditions holding only at the non-material point s0, which
point we will refer to as a discontinuity, jump, or shock.
The following kinematic constraints on position and velocity hold at the shock,JXK = 0 , (1)J∂tX+ ∂ts0∂sXK = 0 , (2)
where (1) is simply a statement that the curve is continuous, and the velocity compatibility condition (2) ensures
continuity of the spatial velocity at the non-material point of discontinuity. Condition (2) is obtained by taking a total
time derivative of JX(s0(t), t)K. In our notation, ∂t indicates a material time derivative (constant s) when applied to
the position vector X(s, t), and a partial time derivative when applied to s0(t).2 Condition (2) links spatial velocities
of material points ∂tX±, tangent vectors ∂sX±, and the material velocity of the shock ∂ts0. Due to the continuity of
the coordinate s, ∂ts0 commutes with the double bracket, and so can be moved in or out of it.
That s is also an arc length coordinate means that ∂sX± are unit vectors, and thus their sum and jump form
an orthogonal pair: J∂sXK · {∂sX} = 0. As long as the tangents are neither continuous (J∂sXK = 0) nor perfectly
folded-back ({∂sX} = 0), this pair of axes is quite useful at the point of interest, and we will often break vector
quantities into their projections onto the sum and jump of tangents. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the relevant
objects. Projections of the velocity compatibility condition (2) reveal relationships between the geometry and the
material and spatial velocities, J∂tXK · {∂sX} = 0 , (3)J∂tXK · J∂sXK = −∂ts0 J∂sXK · J∂sXK . (4)
We will often make use of the identity
2JA ·BK = JAK · {B}+ {A} · JBK (5)
1 Our notation differs by a factor of two from that of O’Reilly [25–28], who uses {} to denote the average.
2 Where we write ∂ts0, Virga [29, 30] writes s˙0 and O’Reilly [25–28] writes γ˙.
3FIG. 1: A one-dimensional body X(s, t) with a discontinuity at s = s0(t). Also
shown are unit tangent vectors ∂sX± on either side of the discontinuity, and their
sum {∂sX} and jump J∂sXK.
for two vectors A and B.
Our discussion will center on two additional jump conditions that may be derived in different ways, one way being
the approach of O’Reilly and Varadi [25]. We briefly outline the different approach of a prior paper [34], which employs
actions with time-dependent boundaries of the form
A =
∫
dt
∫ s0(t)
dsL , (6)
2L = µ∂tX · ∂tX− σ (∂sX · ∂sX− 1) , (7)
one such action for each side of the jump. The quantity L is the constrained kinetic energy density of an inextensible
string, with the constant µ a uniform mass density and the multiplier σ(s, t) the tension. Variation of X leads to the
string equations in the bulk,
µ∂2tX− ∂s(σ∂sX) = 0 , (8)
while variations of X and t lead to jump conditions at the shared moving “boundary” s = s0(t),
P+ Jσ∂sX+ µ∂ts0∂tXK = 0 , (9)
E˜ + Jσ∂sX · ∂tX+ 12µ∂ts0∂tX · ∂tXK = 0 , (10)
where, following Green and Naghdi [24] and O’Reilly and Varadi [25], we allow for singular sources of stress P and
power per area E˜ that represent in general form the effect of obstacles, external forces, internal dissipative processes,
and so on, that are not explicitly accounted for in the actions. We will loosely refer to these jump conditions as
those for (linear) momentum and energy, though the correct units are these quantities per time per area. A negative
value of energy injection rate E˜ means dissipation of energy.3 This quantity is not invariant under translations of the
system.
We can express the momentum jump condition (9) in the sum-jump basis mentioned above. Using the velocity
compatibility condition (2), we rewrite (9) as
P = −J(σ − µ∂ts20)∂sXK , (11)
and then use the identity (5) to expand this as
P = − 12JσK{∂sX} − 12{σ − µ∂ts20}J∂sXK . (12)
We will make use of this expression in subsequent discussion.
3 There are sign differences in our present definitions of singular sources and those in [34].
4III. TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE AND ENERGY DISSIPATION
In this section, we isolate a translation-invariant measure of the dissipation of energy at the shock. This quantity is
equivalent to what was introduced in an ad hoc manner in prior work [34]. The term E˜ in the energy jump condition
(10) is the total areal power input or loss across the shock in some choice of inertial frame. Because some of this is
associated with changes in kinetic energy, E˜ is not invariant under translations. We extract the translation-invariant
part by using the identity (5) to rearrange (10) in terms of the (generally non-orthogonal) sum and jump of velocities,
then rewrite using the momentum jump condition (9),
0 = E˜ + 12Jσ∂sX+ µ∂ts0∂tXK · {∂tX}+ 12{σ∂sX} · J∂tXK , (13)
= E˜ − 12P · {∂tX}+ 12{σ∂sX} · J∂tXK . (14)
The total power is split into a non-invariant piece which consists of the external stress P acting on the average spatial
velocity of material points, and an invariant piece which is the negative of the average contact force acting on the jump
in this velocity. In the following subsections, we suggest interpretations for these quantities. We can loosely think
of the non-invariant term as the external working on the material, and the invariant term as some kind of “internal”
dissipation.
The splitting of the power in (14) differs from that of Podio-Guidugli [35], who defines the inertial power as that
which changes the total kinetic energy. This is because the kinetic energy can also be split according to its invariance
properties. While the kinetic energy of a system depends on the choice of frame, the changes in kinetic energy due to
internal collisions are frame invariant (as shown, for example, in Section 96 of Whittaker [36]).
We define the translation-invariant energy injection rate as
E = E˜ − 12P · {∂tX} , (15)
the difference between the rate of change of the total energy of the shock and the working of external forces on the
infinitesimal interval of the string that encloses the shock [31, 32]. This form of the power injection also arises when
applying a form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality to isentropic, isothermal, purely mechanical systems, as shown in
Appendix A. Note that for a rod with bending energy, a non-rotationally invariant term involving a source of areal
torque and the rates of change of the tangent vectors would appear as well.
A. Two examples involving discrete particles
To illustrate some of the relevant concepts, we present two examples involving systems of rigid particles.
Consider first4 the total kinetic energy of such a system, which may be written in a special way using the center of
mass velocity vcom:
T˜ =
N∑
j=1
1
2mj(vj − vcom)2 + 12mjvcom · vcom . (16)
The first term on the right side is the kinetic energy of the particles as observed from the frame of the center of
mass of the system, whereas the second term is the kinetic energy associated with the center of mass itself. The total
kinetic energy T˜ in (16) is not invariant under translations, but the quantity T ≡ T˜ − (∑Nj=1 12mj)vcom · vcom is.
Taking a total time derivative of this quantity, we obtain
d
dt
(T ) =
d
dt
(T˜ )− Fext · vcom , (17)
where Fext is any external force effectively acting on the center of mass. The invariant term on the left side is the rate
of change of energy as observed from the center of mass of the system of particles. We may trivially identify terms
in (17) and (15). The quantity E is analogous to the rate of change of energy as observed from the center of mass of
the infinitesimal interval on the string that encloses the shock. This is the energy available for “internal” dissipation
by e.g. particle-particle or chain link-link collisions, without the aid of external forces. The derivation above holds
4 We thank J. S. Biggins for suggesting this analogy.
5equally well if the center of mass frame is accelerating. A detailed discussion on the special properties of the center of
mass frame and the validity of the work-energy theorem in inertial and non-inertial frames of reference can be found
in [37].
A second example will help explain the form of the external working in (14) and (15). In these expressions, the
external stress P is associated with the average material velocity 12{∂tX} across the shock. This pairing also arises
during the collision of two rigid bodies, where the working of the impact is the product of the impulse with the mean
of the relative velocities describing approach and separation. The derivation we reproduce here is essentially that of
Article 308 of Thomson and Tait [38], and is an elementary result in impact mechanics [39]. The change in kinetic
energy due to a two-particle collision is
∆T˜ = 12m1(v1f · v1f − v1i · v1i) + 12m2(v2f · v2f − v2i · v2i) , (18)
= 12m1(v1f − v1i) · (v1f + v1i) + 12m2(v2f − v2i) · (v2f + v2i) , (19)
= I · 12 (vapp + vsep) , (20)
where the symbols for initial and final velocities of particle 1 and particle 2 are straightforward, vapp ≡ v2i − v1i and
vsep ≡ v2f − v1f are the approach and separation velocities, and I = m2(v2f − v2i) = −m1(v1f − v1i) is the impulse
experienced by each particle due to the collision. It is the average of the approach and separation velocities that
appears conjugate to the impulse. Our problem corresponds to the case where one “particle” is a stationary obstacle.
Our definition of the working of the source of momentum P differs from the approaches taken by O’Reilly [28] and
Virga [30], who associate P with the spatial velocity of the non-material point X(s0) corresponding to the shock. We
provide further detail on their choice in the following subsection.
B. Rearrangements and relationships
Returning to the energy jump in the form (14), and the definition (15), we have
E = − 12{σ∂sX} · J∂tXK . (21)
Employing velocity compatibility (2), we may write
E = ∂ts0
1
2{σ∂sX} · J∂sXK . (22)
Essentially this form for the dissipation at a moving shock can be found in the work of Abeyaratne and Knowles
[31, 32]. They proposed the concept of a “driving traction” as a dynamic conjugate to the material velocity ∂ts0 of
a strain discontinuity in a bulk solid or unkinked, extensible bar. If the driving traction vanishes everywhere on the
surface of discontinuity, the motion is dissipation-free. Purohit and Bhattacharya [33] derived a thermomechanical
expression for the driving force associated with a moving phase boundary, sans source terms, in a kinked string made
of a phase-transforming material. This coincides with our expression (22) in the inextensible, purely mechanical case.5
Using (5), the expression (22) can be rewritten in an informative way in terms of the jumps in tension and tangents,
E = 14∂ts0JσKJ∂sXK · J∂sXK . (23)
This expression indicates that a propagating shock conserves translation-invariant energy if either the tensions or the
tangents are continuous across the shock. A similar observation about the tensions was made by Calkin and March
[40] for the case of a falling folded chain, where (23) reduces to E = ∂ts0JσK, in agreement with equation (12) of [40].6
We discuss that problem in Appendix B.
The energy supply at the shock defined by (23) differs from equation (2.25) of Virga [30] by the geometric factor
1
4J∂sXK · J∂sXK. This difference arises due to Virga’s choice of the spatial velocity v0 of the non-material point of
discontinuity,
v0 = ∂tX
± + ∂ts0∂sX± = 12{∂tX}+ 12∂ts0{∂sX} , (24)
as conjugate to the external force P, in contrast to our choice of the average spatial velocity of material points
1
2{∂tX}. From the above expression, we note that this average is simply the portion of v0 that is not translation-
invariant. Although the energy supply derived in [30] does not display any dependence on the the jump in tangents,
5 When the source P = 0, (5) and (11) can be used to simplify the driving traction from 1
2
{σ∂sX} · J∂sXK to just JσK.
6 In that problem, J∂sXK · J∂sXK = 4, and the x˙ in equation (12) of [40] is twice the shock speed, x˙ = 2∂ts0.
6Virga assumes a constitutive law in equation (2.27) of [30] which does. In our derivation, the geometric dependence
arises naturally from our splitting of the total energy supply. Equation (2.25) of [30], which Virga derives from a
Rayleigh dissipation principle, can also be obtained from a different rearrangement of the energy jump condition (10).
Substituting for 12{∂tX} from (24) into equation (14), and using (21) and (23),
0 = E˜ −P · v0 + ∂ts0 12P · {∂sX} − 14∂ts0JσKJ∂sXK · J∂sXK , (25)
then using (12) to insert for P in the third term on the right, and the identity {∂sX} · {∂sX}+ J∂sXK · J∂sXK = 4,
0 = E˜ −P · v0 − ∂ts0JσK . (26)
By defining the dissipation D ≡ −E˜ + P · v0, one obtains Virga’s equation (2.25) in [30]. Equation (26) also
corresponds to equation (34) of O’Reilly [28] without director terms. The quantity B there is called the source of
“material momentum”, and in our example would correspond to JσK in (26). In another paper [27], O’Reilly derives
an additional configurational momentum balance law and shows that, given this additional balance, the energy jump
condition reduces to an identity relating the power expended by the singular supplies of linear and material momentum.
Similarly, if one uses the momentum and energy balances, O’Reilly’s configurational balance reduces to an identity.
Finally, we write general expressions for the tensions in the vicinity of the shock in terms of the singular supplies
and the geometry. Consider the momentum jump condition in the form (12). Projecting it onto the jump in tangents
and rearranging, we obtain the tension sum
{σ} = 2µ∂ts20 −
2P · J∂sXKJ∂sXK · J∂sXK . (27)
The tension jump can be obtained from the energy jump in the form (23),
JσK = 4E
∂ts0J∂sXK · J∂sXK . (28)
Thus, the tensions on either side of the shock are
σ± = µ∂ts20 −
P · J∂sXKJ∂sXK · J∂sXK ± 2E∂ts0J∂sXK · J∂sXK . (29)
These expressions will be used in Appendix B.
IV. A COMPATIBILITY RELATION BETWEEN THE SUPPLIES
The momentum and energy supplies cannot be arbitrarily prescribed. Eliminating JσK between (12) and (23), we
obtain the following relation between the supplies,
E{∂sX} · {∂sX} = − 12∂ts0P · {∂sX}J∂sXK · J∂sXK . (30)
This relation places no assumptions on the kinematics of the system, and is applicable to steady or unsteady motions.
We will use it in Section VI to derive qualitative results about the admissibility of geometric discontinuities during
pick-up and impact. Here we make a couple of general observations, valid as long as the body is not perfectly folded
back, in which case {∂sX} and both sides of the relation would all vanish.
Given a non-zero jump in tangents J∂sXK, it is impossible to inject momentum into the shock without injecting
or dissipating energy unless the momentum injection P is orthogonal to the sum of tangents {∂sX}, that is, in the
direction of the jump. O’Reilly and Varadi [41] have observed that this fact is inconsistent with some assumptions
appearing in the literature on space-fixed loads acting on axially moving or rotating structures.
Given that the sign of the shock speed depends on a physically irrelevant parameterization, the sign of the energy
supply E depends only on the orientation of the momentum supply P relative to the sum of tangents {∂sX}. Letting
∂ts0 be negative, as it would be for an axially moving string parameterized in the direction of the axial flow, a positive
projection P · {∂sX} would imply a supply of energy at the shock, a negative projection dissipation.
7V. SHOCKS CONSERVING TRANSLATION-INVARIANT ENERGY
Before considering dissipative shocks, it is worthwhile to look at cases where E = 0. As mentioned earlier, equation
(23) for the energy jump indicates that either the tension or the tangents must be continuous if E = 0, that is,
JσK = 0 , or (31)J∂sXK = 0 . (32)
Meanwhile, the compatibility relation (30) indicates that at least one of the following conditions must hold if E = 0.
Either
P = 0 if {∂sX} 6= 0 , or (33)
P · {∂sX} = 0 if P 6= 0 , or (34)J∂sXK = 0 . (35)
Conditions (32) and (35) are the same. It turns out that conditions (31) and (34) are also equivalent, in that ifJσK = 0, equation (11) reduces to P = −(σ − µ∂ts20)J∂sXK, so that (34) holds by orthogonality of the sum and jump
of tangents in our inextensible string. Although the conditions (31) and (34) are equivalent, the latter is more useful.
The momentum injection P is often provided by an external obstacle or tool, so it may be possible to infer something
about its orientation from the physical attributes of this object. Information about the tension on either side of the
shock is usually harder to determine. There exists a third possibility, given by equation (33). Here there is no supply
of momentum at the shock, and the sum of tangents across the shock is non-zero, meaning that the body is not
perfectly folded back on itself. To understand this case better, let us look at the momentum jump condition written
in the sum-jump basis (12). Assume a kink, such that the jump in tangents is also non-zero. In this case, the only
solutions for which P = 0 would require σ± = µ∂ts20. This condition obtains for the lariats [42, 43], solutions that
have fixed or rigidly translating shape and constant axial flow. Kinks are compatible with these solutions [34, 41].
It must be emphasized that the condition P = 0 is not sufficient for conservation of translation-invariant energy. It
can be inferred from (30) that a non-zero E can still exist if the sum {∂sX} = 0. The falling folded chain discussed
in Appendix B is an example of such a case [30, 40, 44, 45].
VI. ADMISSIBILITY OF A KINK DURING PICK-UP AND IMPACT
In this section, we use the compatibility relation (30) to determine whether a discontinuity in tangents is admissible
in certain physical circumstances. It is reasonable to assume that such a propagating kink will be dissipative, so
that E is non-positive. Indeed, this assumption follows from a form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality for isentropic,
isothermal, purely mechanical systems, as discussed in Appendix A. A more general system involving adhesion energy
and a jump in entropy, which violates this assumption, is discussed in Appendix C. For E ≤ 0 and a parameterization
such that ∂ts0 < 0, we find
P · {∂sX} ≤ 0 . (36)
This inequality restricts the directions of P relative to the sum of tangents. Since the momentum injection comes
from the interaction of the string with an external source, the physical settings of the system may dictate whether this
source is capable of providing a P in a direction consistent with (36). For example, a smooth, frictionless, non-adhesive
surface can only provide a P pointing outwards in the direction of the surface normal.
The assumption of the non-positivity of E, as defined in (15), can be examined in the light of the total energy
balance (14). The implication is that E˜ ≤ 12P · {∂tX}, meaning that the rate of change of the total energy across the
shock E˜ cannot be greater than the rate at which work is done on the material at the shock 12P · {∂tX} by external
forces. The difference between the two quantities tells us about the translation-invariant energy being dissipated in
the shock. Note that given (12), (36) implies JσK ≥ 0. In an inextensible string, the tension cannot decrease across
the shock; the tension at a material point passing through the shock cannot decrease.
We now apply condition (36) to determine the admissibility of kinks at the pick-up and impact points of a string
interacting with a smooth, rigid plane normal to gravity. We include gravity simply to preclude a lariat-type solution
in which the reaction stress P vanishes. Figures 2 and 3 show the kinematics of these closely related problems.
Without loss of generality, we consider an axially flowing string with an additional rigid translation imposed on the
free piece, and parameterize the string in the direction of the axial flow for each case. Defining the axial speeds T1
and T2 and the translational speed V as non-negative, the spatial velocity of the non-material kink is to the left in
8(a) (b)
FIG. 2: An axially moving string impacting a surface with unit normal Nˆ antiparallel to gravity g. (a) The free
piece translates with velocity −V ∂sX+ and flows with axial velocity T1∂sX−, while the contacting piece flows with
axial velocity T2∂sX+. A singular supply P acts at the discontinuity at s0(t), which moves to the left as the free
piece is laid down onto the surface. (b) The sum of tangents and the grey region of admissibility where
P · {∂sX} ≤ 0 are shown.
(a) (b)
FIG. 3: An axially moving string picked up from a surface with unit normal Nˆ antiparallel to gravity g. (a) The
free piece translates with velocity −V ∂sX− and flows with axial velocity T2∂sX+, while the contacting piece flows
with axial velocity T1∂sX−. A singular supply P acts at the discontinuity at s0(t), which moves to the right. (b)
The sum of tangents and the grey region of admissibility where P · {∂sX} ≤ 0 are shown.
Figure 2a (impact) and to the right in Figure 3a (pick-up). The material velocities in the vicinity of the impact point
are ∂tX− = T1∂sX−−V ∂sX+ and ∂tX+ = T2∂sX+. Equation (3) requires T1 = T2 +V , and equation (4) then gives
the shock velocity ∂ts0 = −T1 in the material coordinates. The material velocities in the vicinity of the pick-up point
are ∂tX− = T1∂sX− and ∂tX+ = T2∂sX+−V ∂sX−. Equation (3) requires T2 = T1 +V , and equation (4) then gives
the shock velocity ∂ts0 = −T2 in the material coordinates.
The grey regions in Figures 2b and 3b are regions of admissibility, where P · {∂sX} is non-positive. The plane can
provide only a normal reaction force P. The tangents lie in the half-space above the plane, and for impact (Figure
2) it is clear that P is always admissible, and energy will be dissipated. However, during pick-up (Figure 3), the
projection P · {∂sX} is always non-negative. A positive projection would imply an unphysical injection of energy
at the kink. There are two ways to resolve this difficulty. One is if the surface has a bump at the pick-up point
that could provide a P that points into the grey region. The other is if the reaction stress P vanishes. Excluding
9the perfectly folded case, this and the relation (30) would imply that E = 0. From the discussion in Section V, we
know that this implies that either the tension or tangents are continuous, JσK = 0 or J∂sXK = 0. Here we consider
both possibilities, and show that in the presence of gravity and a vanishing P, each implies the other in steady-state.
Assuming first the continuity of tension, and no momentum injection, the momentum balance (12) during pick-up
becomes −(σ − µT 22 )J∂sXK = 0. In the presence of gravity, the steady-state bulk tension in an axially flowing string
follows the catenary solution σ = µT 22 − (g · nˆ/κ) where both the curvature κ and the projection of gravity g onto
the curve normal nˆ are always non-zero. Hence σ − µT 22 6= 0, so it must follow that J∂sXK = 0. For an unsteady
instantaneous configuration with a kink, gravity will be balanced by an acceleration that will smooth the kink. On
the other hand, if we assume continuity of tangents, the momentum balance (12) becomes −JσK∂sX = 0, and thusJσK = 0 for both steady and unsteady configurations. Note that we can say more. If the tangents are continuous,
the momentum balance (12) says that any nonzero P must be parallel to the sum of tangents, an impossibility if P
is normal to the surface. Hence, for any steady or unsteady smooth pick-up or impact from a smooth, frictionless
surface, both P and JσK vanish. From all of this, we see that the “chain fountain” and related problems are not so
simple as one might hope (see Appendix D).
To summarize, a shock in the tangents of a string can only exist if the momentum supply satisfies the condition
(36). For situations where a nonzero injection of momentum is required but cannot satisfy (36), including the pick-
up of a string off of a smooth, frictionless surface, the tangents and the tension must be continuous at the contact
discontinuity. For a kink to exist at the pick-up point, a properly oriented obstacle is necessary. An experimental
illustration of this point will be shown shortly.
We have established a criterion for the admissibility of a kink. We now discuss another criterion that predicts the
existence of a kink, associated with non-vanishing P and negative E. Consider again the impact problem shown in
Figure 2. We know that the force P, if it exists, can only point in the direction normal to the surface. Projecting the
momentum balance (11) onto the unit surface normal Nˆ, we obtain
P · Nˆ = −(σ− − µ∂ts20) sin θ , (37)
where cos θ = ∂sX+ · ∂sX−. For a non-adhesive surface, P · Nˆ must be non-negative. A kink will have some angle
0 < θ < pi, excluding the perfectly folded case. If σ−−µ∂ts20 ≤ 0, P·Nˆ ≥ 0 and a kink is admissible. If σ−−µ∂ts20 > 0,
a kink is inadmissible, θ = 0 and P · Nˆ = 0. The folded case θ = pi is an exception, but not relevant to the impact
geometry. An impact force and associated kink will exist if |∂ts0| >
√
σ−/µ , that is, if the material velocity of
the non-material impact point is greater than the local transverse wave speed in the string on the pre-impact side.
Because ∂ts0 = −T2 for impact, and σ < µT 22 for a concave-down catenary arch, this condition always holds for such
a steady state. However, it need not hold for transient configurations. Burridge and co-workers [15] derived a similar
criterion for the existence of a reaction force at the wrapping impact point for the geometrically linearized problem of
a stretched string vibrating against a curved obstacle, as happens in certain Indian musical instruments. They simply
state without justification that this criterion cannot be met for the corresponding unwrapping motion.
Gobat and Grosenbaugh’s study of the touchdown region of catenary moorings [16] featured experiments on sub-
merged link chains vertically vibrated against a platform. They present data on the shape of the chain during this
process which clearly show the disappearance of a kink during the transition to upward motion of the chain, and
smooth pick-up points during upward motion. Kinks appear during sufficiently rapid downward motion. Additional
qualitative support for our predictions comes from the video stills shown in Figure 4. This laboratory demonstration
of a pair of propagating contact discontinuities is essentially the same setup as in [46]. A ball-and-link chain is pulled
at several m/s to the left over a smooth surface. A retractable blade near the right hand side creates a “bubble” in
the chain. After the blade retracts, the disturbance moves freely to the left and eventually dies down. While this is
not a steady-state configuration, the tangential speed of the chain is nearly constant, and is quite rapid compared to
the shape dynamics. Many of the features we discuss above are apparent. The blade provides a sideways reaction
force that can sustain a pick-up kink; immediately once it is retracted, the pick-up point becomes smooth. Later, the
impact point undergoes a transition from smooth to kinked.
VII. FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have examined a simple mechanical system, and made a surprising prediction that appears to have gone
unnoticed in the literature, but is consonant with previous experimental observations. A kink in a flexible structure
is generally inadmissible during pick-up. This statement follows from a compatibility relation (30) between stress
and translation-invariant power supplies, along with basic assumptions about the reaction stress, at the contact
discontinuity. While our conclusion is based on excluding exceptional solutions for which there is no reaction stress
(including lariat-type solutions), which we have only been able to do explicitly for steady-state configurations, the
limited experimental evidence suggests that the conclusions are more broadly applicable.
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FIG. 4: Still images from a video of pick-up and impact discontinuities. A ball-and-link chain is pulled
at several m/s to to the left over a smooth surface. In frames (a)-(c), a small blade protrudes above the
surface on the right, causing a “bubble” to form. After the blade is retracted, the shape propagates
freely. Kinks can be seen at the pick-up points in frames (b)-(c) and at impact in frames (e)-(f). Inferred
reaction forces are labeled.
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At the discontinuity, we supplemented momentum conservation with energy conservation, while allowing for source
terms. These balances correspond to symmetries in spatial and temporal coordinates. An alternative is to use
a balance of some configurational-like or “material” quantity [21, 27, 28], corresponding to a boundary shift or a
symmetry in material coordinates.
The simple example of an inextensible string allowed us to use a very convenient orthogonal pair, the sum and
jump of tangents, to transparently express vector quantities and perform calculations. A non-orthogonal pair, the
sum and jump of velocities, was used to isolate the translation-invariant part of the energy. A natural consequence of
our energy splitting is that the external stress supply is paired with the average velocity across the kink, in keeping
with standard treatments of particle impact mechanics. This leads to the compatibility relation used in our analysis.
An immediate question is, how do these concepts extend to more complicated one-dimensional bodies? We expect
that axial stretching will complicate the problem without providing much new physics, at least for a hyperelastic
material with convex elastic energy. However, higher-order discontinuities in rods and other structures with bend and
twist resistance are potentially interesting. Recent experiments on “torsional locomotion” show how such structures
can be propelled away from partial constraints by jumps in curvature or twist [47]. Rotational invariance properties
of the power dissipation terms will likely be important for such systems.
Other ways of looking at these problems might consider the dynamics of the geometry, or of the non-material point
of contact. An example problem in which the latter type of formulation is possible, given certain assumptions about
the geometry and dissipation, is discussed in Appendix B.
Appendix A: The Clausius-Duhem inequality
The conclusions made in this work about the admissibility of a shock in a string rely on the assumed non-positivity
of the invariant measure of energy dissipation E as defined in (15). In this appendix, we briefly note that this
assumption can be inferred from the second law of thermodynamics7. For our simple string, we may write
d
dt
∫ s2
s1
ds 12µ∂tX · ∂tX ≤ σ∂sX · ∂tX |s2s1 + 12P · {∂tX} , (A1)
for a material interval enclosing a moving discontinuity at s0(t), such that s1 < s0(t) < s2. This form of the Clausius-
Duhem inequality, without the final term involving the stress source P, can be arrived at from an energy balance and
entropy imbalance following Chapters 6 & 7 of Gurtin [48] and noting that our string has no free energy— neither
internal energy nor entropy terms exist. We split the integral over two time-dependent intervals, apply the Leibniz
rule, and let s1 and s2 approach s0 from below and above, respectively, to obtain
−Jσ∂sX · ∂tX+ 12µ∂ts0∂tX · ∂tXK− 12P · {∂tX} ≤ 0 , (A2)
which from (10) and (15) is simply
E ≤ 0 . (A3)
For a rod, an internal bending energy term and the working of an areal torque source need to be considered as well.
Appendix B: Falling folded chain
Consider a chain fixed at one end s = 0, while the other end s = l falls after being released from rest in a perfectly
folded configuration (Figure 5). This problem has a history as a challenging and counterintuitive example in dynamics
[30, 40, 44, 45, 49–51], and also sees application in the context of cable deployment from orbiting spacecraft [52] and
recreational bungee jumping ([53] and references therein). From the perspective of the current paper, the perfectly
folded chain is a special configuration where the sum of tangents {∂sX} = 0. Additionally, there is no external source
P, and our compatibility relation (30) is satisfied identically for any arbitrary choice of internal dissipation E = E˜.
We will combine the general expressions (29) with a constitutive prescription for E to recover Virga’s [30] results
for this problem. The prescription may be derived from O’Reilly and Varadi’s general prescription for the jump in
tension in equation (7.7) of [25], JσK = −2fµ|∂ts0|∂ts0 , (B1)
7 We thank A. Gupta for suggesting this line of argument.
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FIG. 5: A folded chain with one fixed
and one falling segment.
where f is a constitutive parameter. Substituting (B1) in (23) prescribes E as
E = − 12fµ|∂ts0|(∂ts0)2J∂sXK · J∂sXK , (B2)
or, using velocity compatibility (2), as
E = − 12fµ|∂ts0|J∂tXK · J∂tXK , (B3)
which agrees with equation (9) of [29] and equation (4.1) of [30].
With P set to zero and a constitutive prescription of E specified, the bulk equation µ∂2tX = ∂s(σ∂sX) + µg can
be projected onto the tangents on each side and integrated, with (29) providing the boundary conditions at the fold.
Using (B2), we obtain the boundary conditions
σ± = µ∂ts0 (∂ts0 ∓ f |∂ts0|) . (B4)
For these kinematics, velocity compatibility (2) indicates that on the falling side, ∂tX = −2∂ts0∂sX, and thus
∂2tX = −2∂2t s0∂sX. Integrating the projected bulk equation −2µ∂2t s0 = ∂sσ − µ|g| and using σ(l) = 0 at the free
end, we obtain
σ(s) = −µ(|g| − 2∂2t s0)(l − s) for s0 ≤ s ≤ l . (B5)
Evaluating this at s = s0 and using (B4), we may write a differential equation for the dynamics of the shock,
∂ts0(∂ts0 − f |∂ts0|) + (|g| − 2∂2t s0)(l − s0) = 0 , (B6)
in agreement with the free-end case of equation (6.6) of [30]. Similarly, the reaction force at the support can be
obtained by integrating the bulk equation on the stationary side and employing the boundary condition at the fold.
We obtain
σ(0) = µ∂ts0(∂ts0 + f |∂ts0|) + µ|g|s0 , (B7)
in agreement with equation (6.7) of [30].
The freedom to prescribe E is a special feature of the perfectly folded chain that cannot be used in more realistic
configurations such as those of the experiments in [50].
Appendix C: Peeling
Peeling [17–20] is a moving-boundary problem related to standard adhesion tests, and is sometimes used as a toy
model of fracture. Interesting inertial and material instabilities have been observed in peeling tapes [22, 23]. In this
appendix, we briefly show how classical quasi-static results relate to our approach.
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FIG. 6: A peeling tape, akin to the pick-up problem of Figure 3
without gravity and with a stationary contacting piece adhered to the
surface. The reaction stress P points antiparallel to the jump in
tangents.
Consider a tape peeled from a plane rigid surface, as in Figure 6. The stress supply P for an adhesive surface can
point in any direction. To obtain the power balance, we modify the Lagrangian density (7) to be
2L = µ∂tX · ∂tX− σ(∂sX · ∂sX− 1)− 2ε , (C1)
where ε is the internal energy density of the system, a quantity we will relate to the adhesion energy below. We don’t
concern ourselves with constraint terms on the position of the adhered portion of the tape, as they would not end up
in the jump condition. The jump condition (10) is modified accordingly,
E˜ + Jσ∂sX · ∂tX+ ∂ts0 ( 12µ∂tX · ∂tX+ ε)K = 0 . (C2)
Note that in a typical analysis of this problem, ∂tX− = 0. From the pick-up kinematics (Section VI), we know then
that ∂tX+ = −∂ts0J∂sXK. Let us write JεK = 0− (−Γ/d) = Γ/d , (C3)
where Γ, a positive number, is the surface adhesion energy and d is the thickness of the tape. In the quasi-static limit
(µ = 0), the assumption that E˜ = 0 along with the association σ+ = F/bd, where F is the magnitude of the axial
pull force and b is the width of the tape, recovers the inextensible limit of the Rivlin-Kendall result [17, 18]
Γ = (F/b)(1− cos θ) , (C4)
where cos θ = ∂sX+ · ∂sX−. Note two special cases. If the peeling angle θ = 0, peeling cannot occur, while if the
adhesion energy Γ = 0, the peeling angle must be zero, a situation akin to our pick-up problem in Section VI.
If we rearrange (C2) in the manner performed in the main text, we obtain
E + ∂ts0JεK = 14∂ts0JσKJ∂sXK · J∂sXK . (C5)
We now recognize that E+∂ts0JεK = 0, meaning that the peeled tape has a higher translation-invariant energy density
than the adhered tape, corresponding to an “injection” of energy E > 0. Thus, the tension σ is continuous for a kink,
and from (12) we see that P points in the direction of the jump in tangents (antiparallel with the jump for a positive
tension, as shown in Figure 6). The compatibility relation of Section IV will be modified to(
E + ∂ts0JεK){∂sX} · {∂sX} = − 12∂ts0P · {∂sX}J∂sXK · J∂sXK , (C6)
which is satisfied by having E + ∂ts0JεK = 0 and P · {∂sX} = 0.
The quasi-static Rivlin-Kendall result was also obtained by Pede and co-workers [21], who employed a configurational
balance instead of an energy balance. Our energy approach, involving consideration of the invariant quantity E, is
consistent with the main result and also gives us the direction of P, but we only obtain the main result (as well as the
magnitude of P) by considering E˜. This is perhaps to be expected, as the adhesive surface breaks the translational
symmetry of the problem. Application of an isothermal Clausius-Duhem inequality to the shock would tell us that
our positive E needs to be compensated by a jump in entropy.
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Appendix D: String pulled from a pile
Variations on another classic variable-mass problem [25] that have attracted much recent interest involve the
deployment of a string-like body from a loose, stationary pile. As these variations are often improperly conflated, we
briefly summarize known results here.
Two types of chain are typically used in the relevant experiments. A link chain offers essentially no bending
resistance, though may offer some hard-wall twist resistance if sufficiently twisted. A ball-and-link chain offers a
hard-wall bending resistance if sufficiently bent. Pulling one end of either type of chain with constant velocity leads
to the formation of a small arch-like structure near the pile. The ball-and-link chain pushes back on the pile [54],
while the link chain does not [7]. If the ball-and-link chain’s deployment is an accelerated motion driven by gravity, a
large arch known as a “chain fountain” forms [8, 9]. If observed for long enough, the structure resembles a very noisy
catenary. The effect is small, if present at all, in a link chain, and so appears to require the existence of a push-back
effect arising from bending resistance [9]. The smaller arch structure formed by either type of chain has been observed
on short time scales, where gravity may be ignored. Though it does not require a bending push-back, we speculate
that its formation may be connected to the twist resistance of the chain. We recall from Section VI that the pick-up
and impact effects discussed in the present paper have been observed in both types of chain.
Both Biggins [9] and Virga [29] have proposed models of the chain fountain which are not consistent with the
analysis in the present paper. They make assumptions to simplify the geometry and kinematics of the system which
violate velocity compatibility (and thus indirectly conservation of mass) and/or require energy injection. Both authors
seem aware of these limitations, and our present treatment is also unable to capture the experimental observations of
these deployment phenomena. Likewise, it was recognized by O’Reilly and Varadi [25] that textbook treatments of
similar string problems lead to impossibilities when they beg the question of the geometry and kinematics. It is clear
from the analysis in this paper that the question of matching a concave-down catenary with a surface-contacting piece
is not trivial. We conclude that the geometry of these problems is likely to be a dynamic, three-dimensional one, as
already suggested by experiments [7, 55].
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